Gmc sierra cover

An E-Gift card is the fastest way to send a gift card amount immediately to your recipient's
email address provided below. The recipient will receive an email upon your order completion
with the information you provided along with an active gift card number for the amount chosen
that they can use for future purchases on WeatherTech. The Roll Up Truck Bed Cover is the
newest custom-fit solution to the WeatherTech line of automotive accessories, perfect for any
individuals looking to increase the utility of their truck bed. Easy for hauling; the Roll Up Truck
Bed Cover keeps cargo away from the elements when covered and stays out of the way for
oversized cargo. Featuring the AutoLatch II automatic dual locking system releases with one
smooth downward pull; when used with a locked tailgate it provides excellent security. It rises
only 1", not taking away from the attractive appearance of your vehicle, but reducing
aerodynamic drag and increasing gas mileage. Made from a textured, double-coated
commercial grade reinforced vinyl that stays flexible in temperature extremes and Series
aluminum black bars, bows and rails. Tough nylon straps allows for it to be stored completely
out of the way of cargo when open and prevent any scratching to occur on the cabin. The Roll
Up Truck Bed Cover is water resistant, featuring front and rear seals that form a tight barrier
between the truck and cover, as well as the hook and latch fastening side seals. Installation is
easy with no need to drill into the truck bed; uses a Tight-Bite clamp system. Tension is
changed with a grip tension adjuster that provides easy control with just the turn of an XT-Dial
no tools needed! The fact is they are made for us by an expert American company, to our
specifications, right here in America. Our contract with our supplier requires us to offer a 5 year
warranty on our Roll Up Pickup Truck Bed Covers, which of course we do. But we would really
like to offer you our Lifetime Limited Warranty, like we do on everything else we sell. The reality
is, if you, as our customer has an issue that would be covered under our 5 year warranty, after
the 5 year warranty has expired, we are going to do everything in our power to help you out, and
make you smile. You're a WeatherTech customer and that means a lot to us. Continue
Shopping. View Accessible Videos. Share Facebook Twitter Pintrest. Part Number:. Vehicle
Options: Edit Options. Please Note:. Message: characters remaining. Purchase more than one
and additional quantities ship for FREE. Sorry, this product is unavailable. Click HERE to sign
up to know when new products become available. Login to view price and order. Please Note,
read. Roll Up Pickup Truck Bed Cover Features Low-profile, aerodynamic finish Keeps cargo
away from the elements Easy to operate - opens and closes in seconds Tough nylon straps
made to prevent scratches and securely hold cover Water resistant - seals form tight barriers
between cover and truck Features AutoLatch II latching system that when paired with a locked
tailgate provides excellent security Custom-fit for popular truck models Made in the USA.
Return to Videos tab Videos. Return to Testimonials tab Reviews. The cover features AutoLatch
II automatic dual-locking system that provides excellent security when paired with a locked
tailgate. Is any drilling required? The cover uses a Tight-Bite clamp system that securely
fastens to your truck bed, therefore eliminating the need to drill into your truck bed. Back to
Top. Shop Now. Related Products for. View All Related Products. You are now leaving
WeatherTech. This listing is for part or sub-assembly number given below only. Skip to main
content. Email to friends Share on Facebook - opens in a new window or tab Share on Twitter opens in a new window or tab Share on Pinterest - opens in a new window or tab. Add to
Watchlist. People who viewed this item also viewed. Showing Slide 1 of 1 - Carousel. Check if
this part fits your vehicle. Picture Information. Mouse over to Zoom - Click to enlarge. Trusted
seller, fast shipping, and easy returns. Learn more - Top Rated Plus - opens in new window or
tab. Get the item you ordered or get your money back. Learn more - eBay Money Back
Guarantee - opens in new window or tab. Seller information autoparts-nationwide Contact seller.
Visit store. See other items More See all. Item Information Condition:. Sign in to check out
Check out as guest. Add to Watchlist Remove from watch list. Watch list is full. Longtime
Member. May not ship to Ukraine - Read item description or contact seller for shipping options.
See details. Item location:. Astoria, New York, United States. Ships to:. This amount is subject to
change until you make payment. For additional information, see the Global Shipping Program
terms and conditions - opens in a new window or tab This amount includes applicable customs
duties, taxes, brokerage and other fees. For additional information, see the Global Shipping
Program terms and conditions - opens in a new window or tab. Any international shipping is
paid in part to Pitney Bowes Inc. Learn More - opens in a new window or tab International
shipping and import charges paid to Pitney Bowes Inc. Learn More - opens in a new window or
tab Any international shipping and import charges are paid in part to Pitney Bowes Inc. Learn
More - opens in a new window or tab Any international shipping is paid in part to Pitney Bowes
Inc. Learn More - opens in a new window or tab. Sponsored items from this seller. Showing
Slide 1 of 2 - Carousel. Report item - opens in a new window or tab. This translation tool is for
your convenience only. The accuracy and accessibility of the resulting translation is not

guaranteed. Note: The accuracy and accessibility of the resulting translation is not guaranteed.
Seller assumes all responsibility for this listing. My Garage. Go to My Garage. Please wait. We
were unable to complete your request. Please try again later. This part is not compatible with
this. Compatibility information is not available for this item. Oops, something went wrong. This
part is compatible with below vehicle s. This part is compatible with below vehicle s matching
this. A quantity of 2 is recommended. Portions of the information contained in this table have
been provided by autoparts-nationwide. Store Categories. Item Specifications. Shipping Policy
Tracking number will be automatically e-mailed to all buyers after package has been shipped. If
you didn't receive any e-mail from us regarding your tracking number, please feel free to
Contact Us at any time. We offer combined shipping discount, Please Contact Us for more
information and prices. We will need a physical address for any product that is considered an
oversized package, which will be shipped out with FedEx or UPS. If the package is returned to
us because buyer provided a wrong or undeliverable address, the buyer will need to pay for the
second shipment. Return Policy All of our product comes with day money back guarantee, also
comes with 12 months Manufacturer Warranty. If "no return is accepted" on the certain
products the day return policy will be void. Please keep the original packaging, if anything is
wrong with the product we only accept returns with the original packaging. Please keep the
original packaging. We accept return only with the original packaging. No claims can be filed
after 30 days from package delivered date. If the package is lost in transit, a replacement or a
refund will only be issued after a lost claim has been approved by the shipping company. If
buyer purchased the wrong product by error or no longer needs the product, the buyer is
responsible for the returning or the replacement shipping cost. Contact Us. All rights reserved.
Shipping and handling. The seller has not specified a shipping method to Ukraine. Contact the
seller - opens in a new window or tab and request shipping to your location. Shipping cost
cannot be calculated. Please enter a valid ZIP Code. Shipping to: United States. No additional
import charges at delivery! This item will be shipped through the Global Shipping Program and
includes international tracking. Learn more - opens in a new window or tab. There are 3 items
available. Please enter a number less than or equal to 3. Select a valid country. Please enter 5 or
9 numbers for the ZIP Code. Domestic handling time. Taxes may be applicable at checkout.
Learn more. Return policy. No returns or exchanges, but item is covered by the eBay Money
Back Guarantee - opens in a new window or tab. Payment details. Payment methods. Back to
home page Return to top. Back to home page. Listed in category:. Email to friends Share on
Facebook - opens in a new window or tab Share on Twitter - opens in a new window or tab
Share on Pinterest - opens in a new window or tab Add to Watchlist. Image not available Photos
not available for this variation. Keystone Automotive Operations. An E-Gift card is the fastest
way to send a gift card amount immediately to your recipient's email address provided below.
The recipient will receive an email upon your order completion with the information you
provided along with an active gift card number for the amount chosen that they can use for
future purchases on WeatherTech. The WeatherTech AlloyCover is a lightweight foldable hard
truck bed cover for those looking to maximize security and durability without compromising
style and aerodynamically-friendly qualities. This low-profile hard truck bed cover features an
easy-to-use tri-fold design, which makes for effortless installation and removal. The Alloycover
also features the AutoLatch II latching system that when paired with a locked tailgate provides
excellent security. To further protect your cargo from unwanted access or vulnerabilities, the
bed cover incorporates strong aluminum panels with durable, watertight, reinforced vinyl
coated hinges. Each panel is made from aluminum alloy commonly found in commercial trailers
â€” yeah, we got you covered! To solve these issues, we incorporated flexible rubber seals,
vinyl coated hinges and reduced metal-on-metal contact allowing for a nice, quiet ride in front.
The hard truck bed cover overlaps the bed rails with a continuous seal along the entire length of
the side rails, preventing elements from entering the truck bed. No adjustments needed. The
fact is they are made for us by an expert American company, to our specifications, right here in
America. But we would really like to offer you our Lifetime Limited Warranty, like we do on
everything else we sell. The reality is, if you, as our customer has an issue that would be
covered under our 3 year warranty, after the 3 year warranty has expired, we are going to do
everything in our power to help you out, and make you smile. You're a WeatherTech customer
and that means a lot to us. Continue Shopping. View Accessible Videos. Share Facebook
Twitter Pintrest. Part Number:. Vehicle Options: Edit Options. Please Note:. Message:
characters remaining. Purchase more than one and additional quantities ship for FREE. Sorry,
this product is unavailable. Click HERE to sign up to know when new products become
available. Login to view price and order. Please Note, read. Return to Videos tab Videos. Return
to Testimonials tab Reviews. Is the AlloyCover waterproof? Will snow seep through if
accumulated? No aftermarket accessory can be guaranteed to be water proof, but it will be very

difficult for water or snow to get in when the cover is correctly installed and closed. Will this
product fit with a tool box in the back? Only if the tool box is below the rails and not installed to
the height of the rails. Are there places near my area that will install the AlloyCover? Most
installation shops could install the product, but they will most likely charge for it. Can it be
removed easily? Yes, both installation and removal can be accomplished in minutes. The
AlloyCover will lock into place with the integrated storage clips. What is the weight and can I lift
this by myself? While this product offers a simple one person installation and removal, the
shipped product ranges from lbs. We suggest a two person installation for greater ease and
accuracy. Will the finish fade in extreme temperatures? The product should not fade in the
temperatures we see throughout the United States. It is also UV resistant to withstand the
harshest sun climates. What can I use to clean it? Will it rust? Will it fit with a spray-in liner?
Provided that the spray-in liner does not go up over the sides and is professionally installed, the
AlloyCover should fit. Why is shipping so expensive? What is the delivery timeframe? The box
is considered oversized, and shipping is charged by dimensional weight. The delivery
timeframe is a minimal business days. Other bed covers offer a stand-up-to-drive option, will
yours offer this feature as well? Our goal is to not block your total rear view. That is why we
designed ours to come off the truck very easily â€” no tools, just a pull of the 2nd dual latch
located under the last panel. There are no drain tubes illustrated in the photos. Does this
indicate the AlloyCover has a design that does not allow water to get down into the frame
channel? Correct, no drain tubes are required because our cover seals at the bed caps. The
rails are designed to shed water as well, while the hinges themselves are indeed waterproof. Are
the panels replaceable if damaged? If damaged, the panel assembly would have to be replaced.
Is it theft-deterrent? With a locking tailgate, as most are today, it is a secure system meaning
you have to open the tailgate first in order to gain access. Keep in mind though that using a tool
like a crowbar can most likely pry into the cover and allow entry. Will it rattle while the vehicle is
in motion? Can hail damage the AlloyCover? Nevertheless, it would depend on the size and
speed of hail and we cannot guarantee that the part would not be damaged in an extreme storm.
Which TechCare product can be used to clean the AlloyCover? On average, how much time is
needed to install the AlloyCover? Nevertheless, even with limited knowledge, it ranges from 30
minutes to 1 hour. How much weight can the AlloyCover hold when closed? The AlloyCover can
hold lbs. Will the AlloyCover work with the built-in tailgate step? Nevertheless, it would depend
on the gusts and we cannot guarantee that extreme weather conditions would not damage the
part. Where does the water go after pooling on top? The water shedding design of the
AlloyCover should eliminate pooling. Regardless, the hinges are waterproof and water typically
sheds to the outside of the bed. Back to Top. Shop Now. Related Products for. View All Related
Products. You are now leaving WeatherTech. We carry a diverse line of seat covers for Sierra
pickup trucks, made from the finest materials and available in various colors. In addition to
preserving your seats, our covers provide increased functionality and style for the interior of
your vehicle. Choose from our great inventory of seat covers today! The GMC Sierra pickup
truck seat covers we offer are custom made to fit your seats perfectly. Your Sierra seat covers
come in various two-tone color schemes and fabrics available in numerous camo prints. For
customers who want to add more luxury and style, they may prefer our line of leather seat
covers instead. Pickup truck owners who like to go hunting, fishing or do other outdoor
recreational activities will like the optional pockets on our seat covers. You can add on pistol
holsters, Molle pockets and even a personalized headrest logo. We can attach pockets to either
the front or back, whichever gives you the most ease of access. For GMC Sierra seat covers,
Covers and Camo has an abundant selection of fabric, leather and camo prints to choose from.
Conserve the interior of your Sierra pickup truck with seat covers that look slick and increase
practicality too. Call us today at for more information or place your order online here. I
purchased my seat covers 2 years ago and recently traded the vehicle in when I took the seat
covers off, the seats were still in immaculate condition, even after working out at the gilsonite
mine and having Muddy wet dogs on them. These are excellent seat covers, and the staff are
professional and friendly. They are not cheap, but nothing of any value ever is! The service at
the show was fantastic, they delivered them early, they were easy to install super snug fitting
and they have worn like iron so far. And they look really badass. Bought front and rear covers
for my Tacoma. They exceeded my expectations! They look awesome and fit like a glove!
George was very helpful and knew his product. Very very pleased and worth every penny. I
surprised my hubby with camo covers and he loves them. Thanks guys!! GMC Sierra Start Your
Order Here. Custom Tactical Options. Ramsey Stewart I purchased my seat covers 2 years ago
and recently traded the vehicle in when I took the seat covers off, the seats were still in
immaculate condition, even after working out at the gilsonite mine and having Muddy wet dogs
on them. Jd Zap Bought front and rear covers for my Tacoma. Debbie Simmons I surprised my

hubby with camo covers and he loves them. Replacing your original factory-installed cloth
seats with a custom designed leather interior from Katzkin will change the look, feel and resale
value of your vehicle. The GMC Sierra is a bold and capable pickup with great towing capacity
and even better style. In this truck, you can go on adventures virtually anywhere you can
imagine. We have so many different product options for you to choose from that you can make
it as custom as you want! A Katzkin leather interior gives your GMC Sierra the durability to hold
up through the toughest conditions and a style that only Katzkin can provide. Katzkin offers the
most durable and easy to clean interiors on the market to match your busy life. Replacing your
original factory-installed cloth seats with a custom-designed leather interior from Katzkin will
change the look, feel, and resale value of your truck. Katzkin interiors are NOT seat covers. In a
sense, they blow traditional seat covers out of the water. These replacement seats will have the
interior of your truck looking new and feeling like a million bucks. One reason so many people
choose Katzkin instead of the manufacturer is that we have so many Sierra leather options for
them to pick from. We offer a choice of over colors and materials including black , red , white ,
and blue with multiple trim options. We can make your Sierra leather seats look just the want. If
you want a simple, single-tone look, we can obviously do that for you and so much more. We
can add custom perforation, piping, stitching including TekStitch, embroidery, embossing, and
two-tone. We also have a huge variety of Sierra seat materials to choose from. A few of our seat
options include suedezkin, Tuscany leather, Katzkin XT, alligator, and a whole lot more. If you
need help picking designing your new Sierra interior, our installers are experts at helping you
know what looks great and will give you helpful advice. In addition to being able to add
high-quality, custom leather to a whole host of model years, we can also work on virtually any
Sierra model and trim. We add leather to the Sierra the most but we can also replace cloth and
leather on the heavy-duty , , base trim, SLE, Denali, and more. One reason so many people love
Katzkin is that the installation process is so easy and convenient. We can typically install your
custom new Sierra leather seats within just 24 hours. Plus, we have installers all over the
country. For people that live in the south, we have a lot of installers including such cities as
Atlanta , Tampa , Nashville , and Charlotte. Last but not least, Texas. There are a lot of reasons
to replace your cloth seats with Katzkin leather in your truck: easier to clean, myriad design
options, longer-lasting, etc. Another great reason is that we stand behind all our work. We
guarantee all of our work, prod
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ucts, and materials so you can rest assured that your new Sierra leather upholstery is going to
last. The warranty is good for three years or 36, miles, whichever comes first. When you buy
virtually anything nowadays, you want to see the reviews first. This is even more true on bigger
purchases such as leather seats for your Chevy. At Katzkin, we have thousands of reviews and
an almost 5-star rating overall. What is Automotive upholstery Contact. Start Here. Seat Options
One reason so many people choose Katzkin instead of the manufacturer is that we have so
many Sierra leather options for them to pick from. Locations One reason so many people love
Katzkin is that the installation process is so easy and convenient. Warranty There are a lot of
reasons to replace your cloth seats with Katzkin leather in your truck: easier to clean, myriad
design options, longer-lasting, etc. Reviews When you buy virtually anything nowadays, you
want to see the reviews first. What Our Customers Are Saying.

